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1. General information
1.1 School : Ciencia de la Computación
1.2 Course : CS271. Databases I
1.3 Semester : 4to Semestre.
1.4 Prerrequisites : CS1D3. Abstract Algebra. (3rd Sem)
1.5 Type of course : Mandatory
1.6 Learning modality : Virtual
1.7 Horas : 2 HT; 4 HL;
1.8 Credits : 4

2. Professors

3. Course foundation
Information management (IM) plays a major role in almost all areas where computers are used. This area includes
the capture, digitization, representation, organization, transformation and presentation of information; Algorithms to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of accessing and updating stored information, data modeling and abstraction,
and physical file storage techniques.It also covers information security, privacy, integrity and protection in a shared
environment. Students need to be able to develop conceptual and physical data models, determine which (IM) methods
and techniques are appropriate for a given problem, and be able to select and implement an appropriate IM solution
that reflects all applicable restrictions, including Scalability and usability.

4. Summary

1. Database Systems 2. Data Modeling 3. Indexing 4. Relational Databases 5. Query Languages

5. Generales Goals

• That the student learn to represent information in a database prioritizing the efficiency in the recovery of the
same.

• That the student learn the fundamental concepts of the management of databases. This includes the design of
databases, database languages and the realization of databases.

• Discuss the database model with the base in relational algebra, relational calculus and the study of SQL state-
ments.
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6. Contribution to Outcomes
This discipline contributes to the achievement of the following outcomes:

1) Analyze a complex computing problem and to apply principles of computing and other relevant disciplines to
identify solutions. (Assessment)

3) Communicate effectively in a variety of professional contexts. (Usage)

4) Recognize professional responsabilities and make informed judgments in computing practice based on legal and
ethical principles. (Usage)

5) Function effectively as a member or leader of a team engaged in activities appropriate to the program’s discipline.
(Usage)

6) Apply computer science theory and software development fundamentals to produce computing-based solutions.
(Assessment)

7) Develop computational technology for the well-being of all, contributing with human formation, scientific, techno-
logical and professional skills to solve social problems of our community. (Usage)

7. Content

UNIT 1: Database Systems (14)
Competences:
Content Generales Goals

• Approaches to and evolution of database systems

• Components of database systems

• Design of core DBMS functions (e.g., query mech-
anisms, transaction management, buffer manage-
ment, access methods)

• Database architecture and data independence

• Use of a declarative query language

• Systems supporting structured and/or stream con-
tent

• Approaches for managing large volumes of data (e.g.,
noSQL database systems, use of MapReduce).

• Explain the characteristics that distinguish the
database approach from the approach of program-
ming with data files [Usage]

• Describe the most common designs for core database
system components including the query optimizer,
query executor, storage manager, access methods,
and transaction processor [Usage]

• Cite the basic goals, functions, and models of
database systems [Usage]

• Describe the components of a database system and
give examples of their use [Usage]

• Identify major DBMS functions and describe their
role in a database system [Usage]

• Explain the concept of data independence and its
importance in a database system [Usage]

• Use a declarative query language to elicit informa-
tion from a database [Usage]

• Describe facilities that datatbases provide support-
ing structures and/or stream (sequence) data, eg,
text [Usage]

• Describe major approaches to storing and processing
large volumes of data [Usage]

Readings: Rob and Coronel (2004), Elmasri and Navathe (2004), Ramakrishnan and Gehrke (2003), Emil Eifrem
and Robinson (2015), C.J (2011), Korth and Silberschatz (2002)
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UNIT 2: Data Modeling (14)
Competences:
Content Generales Goals

• Data modeling

• Conceptual models (e.g., entity-relationship, UML
diagrams)

• Spreadsheet models

• Relational data models

• Object-oriented models

• Semi-structured data model (expressed using DTD
or XML Schema, for example)

• Compare and contrast appropriate data models, in-
cluding internal structures, for different types of data
[Usage]

• Describe concepts in modeling notation (eg, Entity-
Relation Diagrams or UML) and how they would be
used [Usage]

• Define the fundamental terminology used in the re-
lational data model [Usage]

• Describe the basic principles of the relational data
model [Usage]

• Apply the modeling concepts and notation of the
relational data model [Usage]

• Describe the main concepts of the OO model such
as object identity, type constructors, encapsulation,
inheritance, polymorphism, and versioning [Usage]

• Describe the differences between relational and semi-
structured data models [Usage]

• Give a semi-structured equivalent (eg, in DTD or
XML Schema) for a given relational schema [Usage]

Readings: Simsion and Witt (2004), Elmasri and Navathe (2004), Korth and Silberschatz (2002)

UNIT 3: Indexing (4)
Competences:
Content Generales Goals

• The impact of indices on query performance

• The basic structure of an index

• Keeping a buffer of data in memory

• Creating indexes with SQL

• Indexing text

• Indexing the web (e.g., web crawling)

• Generate an index file for a collection of resources
[Usage]

• Explain the role of an inverted index in locating a
document in a collection [Usage]

• Explain how stemming and stop words affect index-
ing [Usage]

• Identify appropriate indices for given relational
schema and query set [Usage]

• Estimate time to retrieve information, when indices
are used compared to when they are not used [Usage]

• Describe key challenges in web crawling, eg, detect-
ing duplicate documents, determining the crawling
frontier [Usage]

Readings: Whitehorn and Marklyn (2001), Ramakrishnan and Gehrke (2003), Emil Eifrem and Robinson (2015),
C.J (2011), Korth and Silberschatz (2002)
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UNIT 4: Relational Databases (14)
Competences:
Content Generales Goals

• Mapping conceptual schema to a relational schema

• Entity and referential integrity

• Relational algebra and relational calculus

• Relational Database design

• Functional dependency

• Decomposition of a schema; lossless-join and
dependency-preservation properties of a decomposi-
tion

• Candidate keys, superkeys, and closure of a set of
attributes

• Normal forms (BCNF)

• Multi-valued dependency (4NF)

• Join dependency (PJNF, 5NF)

• Representation theory

• Prepare a relational schema from a conceptual model
developed using the entity- relationship model [Us-
age]

• Explain and demonstrate the concepts of entity in-
tegrity constraint and referential integrity constraint
(including definition of the concept of a foreign key)
[Usage]

• Demonstrate use of the relational algebra operations
from mathematical set theory (union, intersection,
difference, and Cartesian product) and the relational
algebra operations developed specifically for rela-
tional databases (select (restrict), project, join, and
division) [Usage]

• Write queries in the relational algebra [Usage]

• Write queries in the tuple relational calculus [Usage]

• Determine the functional dependency between two
or more attributes that are a subset of a relation
[Usage]

• Connect constraints expressed as primary key and
foreign key, with functional dependencies [Usage]

• Compute the closure of a set of attributes under
given functional dependencies [Usage]

• Determine whether a set of attributes form a su-
perkey and/or candidate key for a relation with given
functional dependencies [Usage]

• Evaluate a proposed decomposition, to say whether
it has lossless-join and dependency-preservation [Us-
age]

• Describe the properties of BCNF, PJNF, 5NF [Us-
age]

• Explain the impact of normalization on the efficiency
of database operations especially query optimization
[Usage]

• Describe what is a multi-valued dependency and
what type of constraints it specifies [Usage]

Readings: Whitehorn and Marklyn (2001), Ramakrishnan and Gehrke (2003), Emil Eifrem and Robinson (2015),
C.J (2011), Korth and Silberschatz (2002)
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UNIT 5: Query Languages (12)
Competences:
Content Generales Goals

• Overview of database languages

• SQL (data definition, query formulation, update
sublanguage, constraints, integrity)

• Selections

• Projections

• Select-project-join

• Aggregates and group-by

• Subqueries

• QBE and 4th-generation environments

• Different ways to invoke non-procedural queries in
conventional languages

• Introduction to other major query languages (e.g.,
XPATH, SPARQL)

• Stored procedures

• Create a relational database schema in SQL that in-
corporates key, entity integrity, and referential in-
tegrity constraints [Usage]

• Use SQL to create tables and retrieve (SELECT)
information from a database [Usage]

• Evaluate a set of query processing strategies and se-
lect the optimal strategy [Usage]

• Create a non-procedural query by filling in templates
of relations to construct an example of the desired
query result [Usage]

• Embed object-oriented queries into a stand-alone
language such as C++ or Java (eg, SELECT Col-
Method() FROM Object) [Usage]

• Write a stored procedure that deals with parameters
and has some control flow, to provide a given func-
tionality [Usage]

Readings: Dietrich (2001), Elmasri and Navathe (2004), Celko (2005), Korth and Silberschatz (2002)

8. Methodology

El profesor del curso presentará clases teóricas de los temas señalados en el programa propiciando la intervención de
los alumnos.

El profesor del curso presentará demostraciones para fundamentar clases teóricas.

El profesor y los alumnos realizarán prácticas

Los alumnos deberán asistir a clase habiendo léıdo lo que el profesor va a presentar. De esta manera se facilitará la
comprensión y los estudiantes estarán en mejores condiciones de hacer consultas en clase.

9. Assessment

Continuous Assessment 1 : 20 %

Partial Exam : 30 %

Continuous Assessment 2 : 20 %

Final exam : 30 %
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